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A two-dimensionally adhesive contact model is established, in which a gas-filled elastic membrane
adheres on a stretched substrate. The free energy of the system is achieved, minimization of which leads
to the relationship between the contact width and the global substrate strain. The contact solution exhi-
bits three distinct regimes characterized by two threshold strains: (i) the contact size is hardly affected by
the external loading acted on the substrate when the global substrate strain is below the first threshold
value; (ii) the size of the contact is reduced quickly as the force is between the two threshold levels; (iii)
the contact size tends to vanish when the global substrate strain exceeds the second threshold level. All
the results share a number of common features with the experimental observation of cell orientation on a
stretched substrate. Effects of the internal pressure, the tensile stiffness of the membrane and the inter-
face work of adhesion on the two threshold levels are further discussed. The finding in the present paper
should be helpful for deep understanding of adhesion mediated deformation sensing mechanism by
which cells can detect mechanical signals in extracellular matrices and the design of adhesion mediated
deformation sensors.

� 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction Another set of experiments have shown that cells cultured on a
Adhesion among different types of cells and between cells and
substrates is of great interest in many fields of biology, including
embryonic development, cancer metastasis, cellular transport,
endo- and exocytosis, tissue and cellular engineering (Alberts
et al., 1994; Bao and Suresh, 2003; Gao et al., 2005). Mechanical
signals are believed to play an important role in cell adhesion.
For example, cells are known to respond to mechanical forces
exerted by the surrounding fluid, adhering beads or substrates
(Choquet et al., 1997; Girard and Nerem, 1995; Ingber, 1993;
Wang et al., 1993), they could detach, slip or roll on a substrate
in response to these forces (Bischofs and Schwarz, 2003;
Galbraith and Sheetz, 1998; Geiger and Bershadsky, 2002; Haston
et al., 1983; Huang and Ingber, 1999; Lorz et al., 2000; Wong
et al., 2003). Furthermore, cells could sense the stiffness gradient
of substrates and migrate towards the stiffer segment (Lo et al.,
2000). Even for oosperm transport from ovary to uterus, the behav-
ior of smooth muscle contraction is much essential, which could
induce a moving strain gradient field as a driving force for oos-
perms’ rolling. A recently biomimetic experiment further suggests
that an elastic strain gradient in substrates can be utilized to trans-
port spherical particles on a stretchable substrate by rolling (Chen
et al., 2014).
cyclically stretched substrate tend to reorient themselves away
from the stretch direction (Buck, 1980; Dartsch and Hammerle,
1986; Jungbauer et al., 2008; Moretti et al., 2004;
Neidlingerwilke et al., 1994; Wang et al., 1995). Dartsch and
Hammerle (1986) further noted that cells did not respond to small
stretch amplitudes (less than 2%), suggesting that there exists a
threshold stretch amplitude to initiate cell reorientation. Above
this threshold, an increasing number of cells begin to respond to
substrate deformation by reorienting themselves away from the
stretch direction. The larger the stretch amplitude, the more cells
reorient. Almost all cells join the reorientation process once the
stretch amplitude exceeds a second threshold level about 5–6%
(Neidlingerwilke et al., 1994).

How could cells sense the substrate deformation? An adhesive
contact model (Chen and Gao, 2006b) was established in order to
explain cells reorientation from the mechanics point of view, in
which an elastic solid cylinder was used and the contact interface
was treated as a well-bonded region without slippage to simulate
tremendously focal adhesion between cells and substrates.
Theoretical predictions agree well with experimental observations,
especially the two threshold strains controlling the process of cell
reorientation. Non-slipping adhesive contact model between two
dissimilar solid spheres subjected to a pair of pulling forces and a
mismatch strain suggests an adhesion mediated deformation sens-
ing mechanism by which cells and molecules can detect mechanical
signals in the environment via adhesive interactions (Chen and Gao,
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2006a). In microscopic views, cell–cell and cell-substrate adhesion
was studied with statistical physics method, such as the
well-known Bell’s model (Bell, 1978). In order to interpret cell reori-
entation in experiments, Kong et al. (2008) established a stochastic
model to investigate the stability of focal adhesion under a dynamic
load by applying an externally cyclical strain on substrates, and
found that a threshold of the external strain amplitude exists
beyond which the adhesion cluster disrupts quickly. Combining
the statistical physics and the elastic contact theory, series of theo-
retical models were proposed in order to characterize cell-substrate
adhesion (Gao et al., 2011; Qian and Gao, 2010; Zhang et al., 2013,
2012), in which the effect of matrix stiffness (Qian and Gao, 2010),
anisotropy of matrix material (Zhang et al., 2013), graded modulus
of substrates (Zhang et al., 2012) and the pulling angle of external
forces (Gao et al., 2011) were considered. Most of the researches
treated cells as spherical membranes or capsules rather than elastic
solids, which should be much closer to the real morphology of cells
apparently (Hiramoto, 1963; Liu et al., 1996; Sen et al., 2005). Is
there any difference between the model of an elastic solid and that
of an elastic membrane in order to disclose the adhesion mediated
deformation sensing mechanism of cells? Could a membrane model
predict the two threshold levels for cell reorientation? What factors
would influence the two values?

As for a spherical membrane in adhesion with a rigid substrate,
several models have already been proposed and studied by
Shanahan (1997, 2003), which was also adopted to investigate
interactions between soft particles and substrates (Liu, 2006;
Lulevich et al., 2004; Xu and Liechti, 2011). With the similar idea,
a contact model of a gas-filled membrane adhering on a stretched
substrate is first studied in the present paper. A liquid-filled mem-
brane case will be considered in our future work though it looks
more like a cell.
2. Theoretical model and analysis

A two-dimensionally adhesive contact model is shown in Fig. 1,
which consists of three continuous stages: (i) the first one is called
as a self-inflated stage, in which an elastic membrane of an intrinsic
Fig. 1. The two-dimensionally adhesive contact model of an elastically gas-filled circular
the self-inflated stage, the self-adhesion stage and the one subjected to an external load
radius q and a tensile stiffness E�mtm is inflated by an internal pres-
sure Pi, comparing to an environmental pressure P0, in which
E�m ¼ Em is for a plane stress case and E�m ¼ Em=ð1� v2

mÞ for a plane
strain one, Em and vm denote the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s
ratio of the membrane, respectively. tm is the membrane thickness
with an assumption tm � q. As a result, the additive gas pressure
is DPi ¼ Pi � P0, which induces an inflated radius Ri and a tensile
strain ei in the membrane. (ii) The second stage is addressed as a
self-adhesion stage, in which the inflated membrane adhesively
contacts an elastic substrate of length 2L and tensile stiffness E�s ts,
leading to a self-adhesion area of half-width aa with a small contact
central angle ha as shown in Fig. 1. Due to the self-adhesion, the
internal pressure inside the membrane and the membrane radius
change to be Pa and Ra, respectively. The tensile strain of the mem-
brane changes from ei to ea, while the strain in the adhesion area
remains to be ei due to an assumption of E�s ts � E�mtm and a neglected
deformation of the substrate in this stage. (iii) The last stage is called
as a stretch stage, in which the elastic substrate is tensioned by an
external force F, leading to a global substrate strain eg ¼ F=ðE�s tsÞ.
As a result, an updated adhesion width is 2aF with a small contact
central angle hF . The elastic membrane is further deformed, leading
to an internal pressure PF , radius RF and membrane strain eF . Due to
the assumption of a perfect adhesive interface between the mem-
brane and the substrate, the adhesion part of the membrane will
deform further along with the substrate.

Without loss of generality, we assume that the tensile stiffness
of the membrane keeps unchanged in all three stages and the con-
tact width is much smaller than the membrane radius, i.e. aa � Ra

and aF � RF .
The quantity of internal gas is conservative, which abides by the

ideal gas law, i.e.,

PiVi ¼ PaVa ¼ PFVF ¼ n~R~T ¼ K ðconstantÞ; ð1Þ

where Vi, Va and VF denote volumes of the membrane in the first,
second and last stages, respectively. n is the mole number of the
gas contained, ~R is the ideal gas constant and ~T the absolute temper-
ature with a constant K ¼ n~R~T .
membrane on an elastic substrate and schematics of the included three stages, i.e.,
ing on the substrate.



Fig. 2. Schematic of the deformation process from the self-adhesion stage to the
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In the first stage. The tensile force within the membrane can be
obtained according to a simple equilibrium as,

Ti ¼ Ri � DPi; ð2Þ

which leads to the tensile strain of the free membrane as

ei ¼
Ri � q

q
¼ Ti

E�mtm
¼ Ri � DPi

E�mtm
: ð3Þ

In the second stage. Similar to the first stage, the tensile strain
of the membrane outside the adhesion area after self-adhesion is

ea ¼
Ra � q

q
¼ Ta

E�mtm
¼ RaDPa

E�mtm
; ð4Þ

where DPa ¼ Pa � P0.
Combining Eqs. (3) and (4) leads to the radius increment in the

initial two stages,

dRa ¼ Ra � Ri ¼
R2

i ðPa � PiÞ
E�mtm � RiðPa � PiÞ

: ð5Þ

The volume of the membrane per unit length after self-adhesion is
given by

Va � pR2
a 1� 2h3

a

3p

 !
� Vi 1þ 2dRa

Ri

� �
1� 2h3

a

3p

 !
; ð6Þ

in which Vi ¼ pR2
i is the volume per unit length in the first stage.

Considering PiVi ¼ PaVa ¼ K yields the internal pressure after
self-adhesion,

Pa � Pi 1� 2dRa

Ri

� �
1þ 2h3

a

3p

 !
: ð7Þ

Inserting Eq. (7) into (5) yields the radius increment in terms of ha

dRa �
2R2

i Pih
3
a

3pðE�mtm þ 2RiPiÞ
� kiRih

3
a ; ð8Þ

where we define ki ¼ 2RiPi
3pðE�mtmþ2RiPiÞ

.

Then, the radius Ra and the tensile strain ea of the elastic mem-
brane can be written as

Ra ¼ Ri þ dRa ¼ ð1þ kih
3
aÞRi; ð9Þ

ea ¼
Ra � q

q
¼ ð1þ kih

3
aÞRi � q
q

: ð10Þ

The free energy of the whole system U consists of the elastic
strain energy stored in the membrane UE, the interface adhesion
energy US and the internal energy UP induced by the compressive
gas within the membrane, each of which is expressed as,

UE � e2
aE�mtmRaðp� haÞ þ e2

i E�mtmaa; ð11Þ

US ¼ �2aaW0; ð12Þ

and

UP ¼ �
Z

DPdV ¼ �
Z Va

Vi

K
V
� P0

� �
dV � 2DPiVi

h3
a

3p
� dRa

Ri

 !
: ð13Þ

Substituting Eqs. (8)–(10) into Eqs. (11)–(13) and noting the
relationship of aa ¼ Ra sin ha ¼ Rið1þ kih

3
aÞ sin ha lead to the overall

free energy in the self-adhesion stage

U ¼ UE þ US þ UP

� e2
aE�mtmRi � ð1þ kih

3
aÞðp� haÞ þ e2

i E�mtmRi � ð1þ kih
3
aÞ sin ha

� 2RiW0ð1þ kih
3
aÞ sin ha þ

2
3

DPiR
2
i ð1� 3pkiÞh3

a : ð14Þ
The equilibrium condition of the system dU
dha
¼ 0 results in the

governing equation of the contact central angle ha

E�mtm 2 dea
dha

eað1þ kih
3
aÞðp� haÞ þ e2

að3pkih
2
a � 4kih

3
a � 1Þ

h
þ e2

i ð1þ kih
3
aÞ cos ha þ 3e2

i kih
2
a sin ha

�
� 2W0 3kih

2
a sin ha þ ð1þ kih

3
aÞ cos ha

� �
þ 2DPiRið1� 3pkiÞh2

a ¼ 0;

ð15-aÞ

which can be further written as

~E�m~tm 2 dea
dha

eað1þ kih
3
aÞðp� haÞ þ e2

að3pkih
2
a � 4kih

3
a � 1Þ

h
þ e2

i ð1þ kih
3
aÞ cos ha þ 3e2

i kih
2
a sin ha

�
� 2 ~W0 3kih

2
a sin ha þ ð1þ kih

3
aÞ cos ha

� �
þ 2D~Pi

~Rið1� 3pkiÞh2
a ¼ 0;

ð15-bÞ

with independent dimensionless parameters ~E�m~tm ¼ E�mtm
E�s ts

, ~W0 ¼ W0
E�s ts

,

~Pi ¼ Piq
E�s ts

, ~P0 ¼ P0q
E�s ts

and some other derived ones ~Ri ¼ Ri
q ¼

~E�m~tm
~E�m~tm�D~Pi

,

D~Pi ¼ ~Pi � ~P0, ki ¼ 2~Ri
~Pi

3pð~E�m~tmþ2~Ri
~PiÞ

, ei ¼ ~Ri � 1, ea ¼ ð1þ kih
3
aÞ~Ri � 1 and

dea
dha
¼ 3kih

2
a
~Ri.

With given parameters, the width of self-adhesion of an elastic
membrane adhering on a stress-free substrate can be calculated
from Eq. (15).

In the last stage. After self-adhesion of the elastic membrane
on the elastic substrate, an externally tensile force F is added on
the substrate, which induces variations of the contact width, the
contact central angle as well as the tensile strain of the membrane
as shown in Fig. 2. Comparing with the initial two stages, the
radius increment, the internal gas volume and the tensile strain
of the membrane in this stage can be obtained as

dRF �
2R2

i Pih
3
F

3pðE�mtm þ 2RiPiÞ
� kiRih

3
F ; ð16Þ

VF � pR2
F 1� 2h3

F

3p

 !
� Vi 1þ 2dRF

Ri

� �
1� 2h3

F

3p

 !
; ð17Þ

RF ¼ Ri þ dRF � ð1þ kih
3
F ÞRi; ð18Þ

eF ¼
RF � q

q
� ð1þ kih

3
F ÞRi � q
q

: ð19Þ

The free energy of the whole system U in the last stage consists
of the potential energy UM associated with the external force F, the
elastic strain energies Us

E and Um
E stored in the substrate and the
one with an external loading on the substrate.



Fig. 3. The relation between the contact central angle ha and the interface work of
adhesion ~W0 in the self-adhesion stage with different internal pressures.
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membrane, respectively, the interface adhesion energy US as well
as the internal energy UP induced by the compressive gas within
the membrane, each of which will be given subsequently.

The tensile displacement induced by the external force F at two
ends of the substrate is,

uR ¼ �uL ¼
F

E�s ts
ðL� aFÞ þ

F
E�s ts þ E�mtm

aF ; ð20Þ

in which aF is half of the contact width.
Then, the mechanical potential energy UM can be written as

UM ¼ �F
F

E�s ts
ðL� aFÞ þ

F
E�s ts þ E�mtm

aF

� �
: ð21Þ

The elastic strain energy stored in the substrate is

Us
E ¼ F2 ðL� aFÞ

E�s ts
þ E�s tsaF

ðE�s ts þ E�mtmÞ2

" #
: ð22Þ

Due to the assumption of perfect interface adhesion between
the membrane and the substrate, the elastic strain in the mem-
brane at the contact region is a superposition of the strain of the
membrane itself and the tensile strain of the substrate at the con-
tact region, i.e., ei þ F

E�s tsþE�mtm
. The strain of the membrane outside

the contact region is denoted as eF . Then, the elastic strain energy
stored in the membrane is

Um
E ¼ E�mtm

F
E�s ts þ E�mtm

þ ei

� �2

aF þ e2
F ðp� hFÞRF

" #
: ð23Þ

The interface adhesion energy US and the internal energy UP

induced by the compressive gas within the membrane at this stage
can be expressed as

US ¼ �2aFW0; ð24Þ

and

UP ¼ �
Z

DPdV ¼ �
Z VF

Vi

K
V
� P0

� �
dV

� 2DPiVi
h3

F

3p
� dRF

Ri

 !
: ð25Þ

Thus, the free energy of the whole system U in the last stage is

U ¼ UM þ Us
E þ Um

E þ US þ UP : ð26Þ

The equilibrium condition of the system dU
dhF
¼ 0 leads to the gov-

erning equation of the contact central angle hF as a function of the
external loading F,

E�mtm
F

E�s tsþE�mtm
þei

� �2

� E�mtmF2

ðE�s tsþE�mtmÞ2
�2W0

" #

	 3kih
2
F sinhF þð1þkih

3
F ÞcoshF

� �
þ2RiDPið1�3pkiÞh2

F

þE�mtmeF 2ðp�hF þpkih
3
F �kih

4
F Þ

deF

dhF
þð3pkih

2
F �4kih

3
F �1ÞeF

� �
¼0; ð27Þ

which can be further written as

~E�m~tm

~F

1þ ~E�m~tm

þei

 !2

�
~E�m~tm

~F2

ð1þ ~E�m~tmÞ
2�2 ~W0

2
4

3
5

	 3kih
2
F sinhF þð1þkih

3
F ÞcoshF

� �
þ2~RiD~Pið1�3pkiÞh2

F

þ ~E�m~tmeF 2ðp�hF þpkih
3
F �kih

4
F Þ

deF

dhF
þð3pkih

2
F �4kih

3
F �1ÞeF

� �
¼0; ð28Þ

with independent dimensionless parameters ~F ¼ F
E�s ts
¼ eg ,

~E�m~tm ¼ E�mtm
E�s ts

, ~W0 ¼ W0
E�s ts

, ~Pi ¼ Piq
E�s ts

, ~P0 ¼ P0q
E�s ts

and some other derived
dimensionless ones ~Ri ¼
~E�m~tm

~E�m~tm�D~Pi
, D~Pi ¼ ~Pi � ~P0, ki ¼ 2~Ri

~Pi
3pð~E�m~tmþ2~Ri

~PiÞ
,

ei ¼ ~Ri � 1, eF ¼ ð1þ kih
3
F Þ~Ri � 1, deF

dhF
¼ 3kih

2
F
~Ri.

Eq. (28) can be reduced to Eq. (15) if the external loading F
vanishes.
3. Results and discussion

As the two-dimensionally gas-filled membrane adhering on an
elastic substrate due to self-adhesion, the central angle ha as a
function of the interface work of adhesion ~W0 in Eq. (15) is calcu-
lated and shown in Fig. 3 with dimensionless parameters ~E�m~tm ¼
E�mtm=ðE�s tsÞ¼0:01, ~P0¼ P0q=ðE�s tsÞ¼1 and ~Pi ¼ Piq=ðE�s tsÞ ¼ 1:005.
It is interesting to find that the scaling relation between the central
angle and the work of adhesion is nearly ~W0 
 h2

a . Furthermore, for
a small contact central angle ha, the contact half width aa is approx-
imately proportional to hF , i.e. aa 
 ha. Therefore, the scaling law
between the contact width and the work of adhesion should nearly
be ~W0 
 a2

a , which is consistent well with the scaling relation in a
three-dimensionally spherical membrane model (Shanahan, 1997),
but different from that in the classically two- or three-dimensional
JKR ones, ~W0 
 a3

a (Barquins, 1988; Johnson et al., 1971); The rea-
son of different scaling laws, as discussed in (Shanahan, 1997), may
be that adhesion is ‘‘battling’’ against a volume of solid (
 a3

a) in a
JKR system, while the resistance trying to separate a membrane
from a substrate is essentially a surface phenomenon.

After an external force is added to stretch the substrate, the free
energy of the whole system is changed, leading to an updated
equilibrium state with a reborn contact central angle as given in
Eq. (28). The relation between the contact central angle hF and the
global substrate strain eg is shown in Fig. 4, where the work of adhe-

sion is taken as ~W0 ¼ 0:0002 and the other parameters are same as
the second stage, i.e., ~Em~tm ¼ 0:01, ~P0 ¼ 1 and ~Pi ¼ 1:005. As shown
in Fig. 4, with the global substrate strain increasing, three regimes
can be found and are divided by two threshold strains: (i) when
the global substrate strain is below the first threshold level, the
contact central angle almost keeps unchanged; (ii) after the first
threshold level, the contact central angle decreases very quickly
with an increasing substrate strain; (iii) when the global substrate
strain exceeds the second threshold level, the contact central angle
almost equals zero. All the phenomena are very similar to the
findings in the experiment of cells cultured on a cyclically



Fig. 4. The relation between the contact central angle ha and global substrate strain
eg in the third stage, in which two threshold strains are denoted as e1

g and e2
g .
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stretch substrate, where cell reorientation is controlled by two
threshold stretch amplitudes (Dartsch and Hammerle, 1986;
Neidlingerwilke et al., 1994; Wang et al., 1995), and are consistent
well with the results of an earlier model of an elastic cylinder adher-
ing on a stretched substrate (Chen and Gao, 2006b).

In order to analyze the influence factor of the two threshold
levels, Fig. 5 gives the contact central angle hF as a function of
the global substrate strain eg with different internal pressures
DPi, membrane tensile stiffness E�mtm and interface works of adhe-
sion W0 in Fig. 5(a)–(c), respectively. It is found that both of the
threshold levels decrease with an increasing internal pressure as
Fig. 5. The contact central angle ha as a function of the global substrate strain eg in the thi
E�mtm; (c) for different interface works of adhesion W0.
shown in Fig. 5(a), while they will decrease with a decreasing
membrane tensile stiffness or a decreasing interface work of adhe-
sion as shown in Fig. 5(b) and (c), respectively. Since several
parameters would show significant influences on the two thresh-
old values and some elastic parameters of cells are not known, it
is difficult for us to compare the threshold strains predicted theo-
retically with those found in a real cell reorientation experiment.
However, the behaviors of the contact area predicted by the pre-
sent model show several features which appear to be qualitatively
similar to that of cells cultured on a cyclically stretched substrate.
Experiments on cell reorientation in response to cyclic substrate
strain also show three characteristic regimes with two threshold
strain amplitudes (Dartsch and Hammerle, 1986; Neidlingerwilke
et al., 1994; Wang et al., 1995). It was found that cells do not
respond to strain amplitudes smaller than 1–2% (Dartsch and
Hammerle, 1986). Once the first threshold is reached, an increasing
number of cells begin to response to substrate stretch by reorien-
tating themselves away from the stretch direction. meanwhile,
the contact width in the direction of stretch decreases. When the
strain amplitude is beyond a second threshold level around 5–6%,
almost all cells reorient away from the stretch direction
(Neidlingerwilke et al., 1994). All these features appear to be in
good agreement with our analysis.

As a special case, if the tensile stiffness of substrates E�s ts

approaches to infinite (a rigid body), the substrate strain vanishes.
The above membrane cannot sense any strain in the substrate,
which will achieve an adhesion area equaling to that in the
self-adhesion stage.

All the above results show that a homogeneous strain field in
substrates could reduce the contact area of an elastic membrane
adhering on an elastic substrate, which subsequently leads to the
rd stage. (a) For different internal pressures DPi; (b) for different membrane stiffness
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possibility of cell reorientation on the substrate. The larger the
homogeneous strain, the smaller the contact area is. However, if
the strain field in substrates is inhomogeneous, another interesting
phenomenon was found (Chen and Chen, 2014; Chen et al., 2014),
i.e., an induced rolling motion of an elastically spherical membrane
on an elastic substrate.
4. Conclusions

A two-dimensional contact model of a gas-filled elastic mem-
brane adhesively contacting on a stretched substrate is established
in this paper. The whole contact process consists of three stages,
including a self-inflated stage, membrane deformation induced
by free-adhesion and equilibrium on a stretched substrate.
Energy method is adopted in order to find the relation between
the contact width described by a central angle and the global
substrate strain added on the substrate, considering the effect of
internal gas pressure, the elastic stiffness of membrane as well as
interface work of adhesion. Two threshold strains exerted on sub-
strates are found which could divide the whole adhesive process
into three distinct regimes. All the results share a number of com-
mon features with the experimental observation of cell orientation
on a stretched substrate. The findings should be helpful for further
understanding of adhesion mediated deformation sensing mecha-
nism by which cells or biomolecules may detect mechanical signals
in their environments and the design of adhesion mediated defor-
mation sensors.
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